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Keeping you up to date and informing you of the little things that help you enjoy life more at the club

INSIDE ISSUE NO.2

...

What’s new at the Club?
The Owners Clubhouse issue
is being resolved, read on
to find out the latest news

...

Golf course update
Read Gary’s latest initiative and
what happening with the new
Leadbetter Academy

Work on the club and

...

the infrastructure
News on the big hole on
the North course, what’s being
done and when

...

Things that bite and how

INTRODUCING THE
LA MANGA CLUB CARD
New for this summer, a new La Manga Club Card was
launched on 1st July.
There are two new membership programmes offering
different benefits: La Manga Club Card and La Manga
Club Premier Card.
This new card replaces the previous ones and offers
discounts of between 10% and 20% on accommodation,
shops, restaurants and spa.The card will be complimentary
for all owners on a personal and non-transferable basis.
A Loyalty Programme will be launched in the near future,
which will enable you to earn points on your cardholder
facilities once the programme is up and running. More news
on this to follow.

New Amapola Chef
Paulo Vaz

to avoid them

Robin Fish, suggested that in future after the troubles of
the past year that the General Community should
divorce itself as much as possible from the running of
the Owners Clubhouse.
He said that he had been advised that this could be achieved

The La Manga Club

through an Association of Owners, which as a legal entity
could charge IVA and indeed hold a lease on its own.

Gossip page

bar and restaurants

The Presidents had a long debate on the options
conclusion, the President of the General Community,

the nasties at the Club

stories you may hear in the

Latest news on the
Owners Clubhouse
provided by the select committee. As it was nearing

A whole page devoted to all

Dispelling all the

Owners Clubhouse

purchases and redeem these at a later date at La Manga Club

Paulo Vaz, who has vast experience in different restaurants

The Presidents decided that this provided them with an extra

around the world including the Ukraine and the Ritz in

option to allow the creation of such an Association which

London, is now Head Chef at Amapola restaurant. The

could then take over the responsibility of awarding future bar

Portuguese chef has created a new menu, bringing together

and catering contracts.

the genuine flavors of the Mediterranean through the wealth

The Owners Clubhouse Chairman Stewart Harris has

of quality local products carefully selected from Murcia's

therefore been tasked with exploring the creation of this

market gardens, as well as fresh fish from Cartagena's coast.

Association.

Improve your game at

TheNewAcademy

Club TV Founder
John Scott has
passed away
Many years ago John had the foresight to start Club TV,

By Laurence Brotheridge, Academy Director

without which many of us would not have the links to
our home countries that we do now. John’s company
also offers Broadband internet connection, but he will

The Leadbetter Academy at the Resort is new to the

up and how do you compare to the pros? All these

always be remembered for bringing TV into our homes,

Club. Renowned as one of the best academies in the

questions and more can be answered.

Yesterdays and helping to build La Plaza. John fought a

world of golf, their highly trained coaches are able to
use their knowledge to take your game to the next level.

long battle with cancer and was being treated in
SAM Puttlab is the ultimate in putting analysis. Within
a few putts, data is collected on acceleration, timing,

The Leadbetter philosophy is one of the most holistic,

consistency, swing path, clubface angle and strike

cause and effect are the core beliefs. By having a deep

point. We can then diagnose why you keep missing

understanding of what makes your swing the way it is,
the cause can be changed which will set off a series of
positive chain reactions in your technique. This may be
something in your set-up position, or it could be a
concept change.

those 5-foot putts and put that right.

Grenoble, France. He came home to the Club recently and
passed away on May 31st at a hospital in Cartagena.
Our thoughts are with his family, he will always be
remembered as a pioneer and a much loved figure here
at the resort.

For a long time, video has been the staple in
golf instruction technology. But with the V1
software, this is taken to new heights as teachers
are now able to draw lines and shapes on the screen

As well as being highly trained, the Leadbetter pros are

to highlight faults, as well as compare your new

armed with some of the best technology in the industry.

swing to your old swing, even against your

With Trackman, K-vest, SAM Puttlab, V1 and Casio high

favourite player!

speed cameras, they have everything they need to
improve your game.

If you combine the V1 software with the high speed
Casio cameras, you get ultimate visual instruction.

Trackman is the biggest buzz in golf right now.

These cameras are able to view your swing at 240

Featuring Doppler Radar Technology, this little orange

frames per second, so we never miss a thing.

box is able to track not only your golf ball flight with
incredible accuracy, but also to tell you exactly what

For speciality shots, they can view what your clubhead

the clubhead is doing to the ball through the most

is doing through impact at 1000 frames per second.

important part of the swing – impact. Our coaches are

Although this technology may seem daunting to the

then able to make the best and most efficient change to

average golfer, it actually makes diagnosing and fixing

your swing using this information.

the faults much simpler and quicker.

And as impact is the cause of ball flight, this can only

Just like a doctor can see the inner workings by using

mean better, purer golf shots.

an MRI scanner, we are now able to look at your swing

K-vest is the next generation of body movement

in much greater detail. This just makes the whole

analysis. It takes just a minute to put on, and then you

process of improving your game quicker and easier than

are able to look at your movement in great detail.

ever before.

How big is your shoulder turn? How fast do you move

We would love to see you, why not give us a call and

your hips? Are your shoulders open or closed in your set

let us take the frustration out of your golf game forever.

Aniceinvitation
downunder,from
RogerRingwood!
When we encouraged owners to write to us in
our first newsletter we didn’t expect to get an
invitation, but we did from Roger and Jilly
Ringwood. Here is their e-mail!
Hi La Manga Friends from winter time here in Sydney
Jilly and I thoroughly enjoyed our recent trip back to La
Manga and our villa. It is very much like coming home for
both of us and we miss the place and the people
immensely
Some Aussie and Kiwi friends joined us and they have
been singing the praises of La Manga Club to all who
will listen since they returned to Oz. They were wowed
by the facilities, the friendliness and the cleanliness
It was great to see so many friends, and to those we
missed we hope to catch you next time. And if any of you
are heading to Sydney, a warm welcome and a well
stocked wine cellar await your arrival
Saludos amigos!
Roger Ringwood
roger@resortlife.com.au

How to get out of

A very big hole!

LaMangaClub
has its very
own Chelsea

By Jo Fish, Environment

In November 2012 Antonio Miranda was planting

The repairs have involved pouring tons of concrete into

new trees on the road leading to gate 3 on the north

the hole. Now the area is safe once more.

side of the Resort. The idea was that they would

Antonio Miranda can continue to plant the trees and

eventually screen off the untidy area beyond.

the Barcelona FC coach will be safe once again! Our

Imagine his surprise when starting to dig, he

thanks go to La Manga Club SL and Cartagena City

found that he was digging into a huge hole!

Council for working together to get the job done.

The soil was no more than a spade's depth deep.
Underneath was a void, very deep and very wide, but
difficult to know just how big. It appeared he had

Chelsea Ingham first came to the Club from the Lake

uncovered some old mine workings that ran under the

District in Cumbria, England when she was 11 years

road. The work on the trees was immediately halted

old. She was an avid tennis player, so the location was

and La Manga Club SL and Cartagena City Council were

just perfect.

alerted. The road was already appearing to dip, and it’s

The family owned a villa at Vale de Lobo in Portugal at

a road that takes a lot of heavy traffic.

the time and Chelsea had been coached by old England

We had visions of the Barcelona FC coach, heading for

great, Roger Taylor, from the tender age of 6.

Las Lomas and disappearing into the hole! That would

After returning from holiday, Chelsea’s stories of the

certainly bring publicity to La Manga Club, but not the

club convinced the family to holiday there.

sort anyone wanted. Negotiations followed and the area
was eventually cordoned off. The road, meanwhile,
continued to dip even further! For the new General
Community, this became a top priority. Cartagena City
Council took responsibility and got to work on the area
last month.

Shortly after, the opportunity arose and they purchased
La Finca restaurant. Chelsea worked there that
summer, passed her ‘A’ levels and won a place at
Coventry University in Business Studies.
After working in the new restaurant, she became very
unhappy with the team running it! Chelsea then
insisted she be allowed to take it over and put it on the
right footing. A huge leap of faith was needed there!
Well, the leap was taken and it soon became obvious
she was more than capable. Chelsea quickly learned
Spanish. She believed that when running a business in
Spain, speaking the language was not only essential
but also extremely good manners.
The restaurant quickly became a family-run affair and
Si Bar was soon added.
Chelsea now oversees the running of the business with
mum Sylvia and dad Peter.
Finally, she has since added another generation and her
daughter Mia attends school at Kings College with
many other children from the resort.
No doubt we’ll one day be writing a story about Mia,
who has only ever known life at La Manga Club.

La Finca restaurant

The Hole on the North side!

Ever wonder about our

Colin - under par in the bar!

Youngerset?
By Bridgette Field, Secretary

Off the back of David Hague’s Summer Golf Tournament

Jessica Simmonds at 9 yrs old is mastering traditional

win, we have investigated the talents of some of the

Spanish dancing, including Flamenco and Sevillana and

younger people here at La Manga Club.

travels extensively to display her skills at regional

It seems they are taking full advantage of living here,

festivals. The Mellado Roca family have great artistic

and quietly sneaking up on their elders.

talent. 14 year old Luis speaks three languages, paints
local landscapes, designs clothes and studies classical

Unlike many of their peer group you won’t find them
playing computer games. Instead they are conquering

music. His brother Pablo, only 9 yrs old, is already
creating architectural drawings.

the many activities on offer to them at La Manga Club
and the Murcia Region.

Christopher in action!

Ellis Tumber, 14, Ryan Silcock, 14, Charlie Hunt, 12 and
Cory Armitage, 10 are the new big hitters on the golf

Colin McGiffert,
our very own
Birdie man
Colin arrived at La Manga Club on May 26th 2004

course (watch out Division 1!).

(Champions League Final). He intended using it as a base

Charlie is also in the development team for La Manga

to search for a property in the Murcia region, one that he

Cricket (poised to replace his dad).

hoped he would move to permanently.

At 16 yrs old, Caitlin Bennett now hits a golf ball further

Driving up the Portman Road for the first time was a life

than her mother (a former Golf Pro), so it is Miss
Bennett who is now playing in the Individual Villas
Owners week.

Christopher Canovas-Thatcher, 15, is about to take his
black belt in Taekwondo (he was 5th in the Spanish
Championships) and his brother Joshua is studying for a

At 14 Darcey Wharton joins Nordic walks to the guns
with mum and dad’s business clients and is getting into

riding and dressage skills into iGCSE in sport.
Jodie Hall and her younger sister Katie, 17, are keen
horsewomen and have both played volleyball for the

the place for him and didn't want to waste time looking
anywhere else for his retirement property.

place in the Guardia Civil. So our future security is all

In August 2004 Colin moved lock, stock and barrel from a

sorted out!

sleepy village in Hampshire to Bellaluz, La Manga Club.

Presidents, Captains, Sports Directors, Business

In the early years Colin would regularly play two rounds

Owners and definitely all trophy winners might be wise

a day. The first round, normally on his own at 8am would

to look over their shoulder - this small sample of the

last around 1 hour and yes, he carried his bag as well!

next generation are destined for great things...

He found many discarded golf balls left in the Barrancas

some serious road cycling.
At 15 Emily Field has broken new ground entering horse

changing moment. Colin immediately decided this was

...and they all speak a minimum of two languages.

by less agile golfers.

local region.

His record for completing the North Course is around 55

Grace Bennett, just 10 and Holly Silcock, 12, are

minutes - never guilty of slow play.

budding young cyclists, cater at golf events and they

From the outset Colin began recording his scores,

bake a mean cake. (I can vouch for that) Grace’s

entering pars, birdies and eagles in his golfing diary.

ambition is to be Junior Masterchef.

As Colin approaches his 10th anniversary at La Manga

Ben Howman-Murray at 13 is regularly in demand as

Club, he has amassed some 993 birdies! He hopes to

the main striker for El Algar Football Club and also a

reach his 1000th on his son Tiger's 7th birthday on 26th

trick scooter specialist.

July this year.

Not surprisingly Lorenzo Martinez, 12, picked up a

Colin is currently working for the Irish FA (Northern

tennis racket at an early age and now that he’s capable

Ireland) as the kit man for the senior team on a tour of

of beating dad (Lorenzo, Director of Tennis) he’s also

Chile & Uruguay, as those countries prepare for the

developing his football skills.

World Cup In Brazil.

The County basketball team quickly recruited Oliver

He returns to La Manga on 25th June, leaving just one

Wilkes, 15 yrs old and 6ft 2” tall, in their bid for the

month to achieve his goal.

Championships. Oliver is also completely bilingual – so
perhaps our future translator?

Colin has made many acquaintances at the Club over the
years he has lived here, and no doubt many will wish

Aged 12, Valeria Cagigas is an accomplished young

him well in his efforts to reach his target. There may

sailor and this year she sails in the main Regatta in the

well be a cerveza or two consumed to celebrate the

Murcia region.

occasion so do look out for him around Sol y Sombre

Ana Ortin, 11, is a rhythmic gymnast and a keen paddle

sometime in July.

tennis player.

Ray Browne - Friend

What’s the current

Gossip at LMC?
By Geoff Wood, Communications

Does the online
Magazine mean
we aren’t printing
it anymore?
Absolutely not, we have merely changed the format to
bring our use of media into the 21st century, and save

One of the only annoying aspects of life here at La

We did this and at the same time ended advertising in

Manga Club are the rumours. So often in the bars,

the new Magazine. Which helps businesses.

restaurants and the sporting venues, people hear

Anyone who pays the 50 euros can have a listing, it’s

our owners money in postage costs.
The old magazine was printed twice a year, our new
online Magazine will be bi-monthly and also printed

stories from those ‘in the know’ about what’s

not dependent on joining any other association and it’s

twice a year, making it far more current. It will also be

happening at the club. We have decided to take

a lot cheaper than taking an advertising space.

made available as a hard copy to anyone in the General

this on board and answer all the stories we hear
about, to put an end to the gossip and replace it
with facts. We also invite you, as owners, to send
in any questions or concerns you may have. We
promise to get you an answer as soon as we can,
and then publish it in the very next issue.

What we have also done, is not to allow any off-site

Community office wishing to pick one up. One major

business that competes with our own on-site

change was to not take advertising, we have done this to

businesses. We believe this to be fair as they aren’t

help our businesses, not hinder them! Finally it will also

paying the same overheads and make no contribution to

be distributed to hotel guests and be used in several

the well being of the Club. If it’s a non competing off-

outlets as a ‘coffee table’ magazine.

site business they can take a listing but for 200 euros

Ihearthey’re
nowbuildinga
nursinghome!
Some of the most popular stories doing the rounds
concern the vacant plots in the vicinity of the Petrol station.
They vary from a Chinese nursing home to affordable
housing! Let me explain what has actually happened.
The plots opposite Si bar have been sold, well 17 out of

and not 50 euros.
So to summarize, any business at the Club can take a
listing, dependent of paying the fee and nothing else.
Almost every business at the Club has taken a listing,
so it’s been a huge success. All we want to do is to help
our businesses succeed and give owners value added.
Although many are busy in the summer months, they
often struggle in the winter ones. However, without
them being here, La Manga Club would not be the year
round paradise it is. So we want to support them in
every way we possibly can.

The Gua, Gua
bus-sowho’sis
it anyway?

by a Chinese developer, only they will be building

We said we’d
always be
honest withyou

upscale timeshare property that allows people to move

So before a rumour begins, we’d like to tell you what

recently went on a quest to find out who it belongs to

in-between countries. They are also building a pool, a

we are planning. Security is the biggest overhead to the

and how I can use it to get around the resort.

gym and a medical centre. Again, work has begun and

General Community budget since it involves the

Well, back in the day it was in fact jointly operated by

will be completed in September of this year.

management of an outside company, Eulen. As a result

the then hotel and the General Community. Now though,

it really has become a full-time job for several people.

it is owned and operated by La Manga Club SL, who also

Since the AGM in February this has been done on a

own the golf course, tennis centre and a number of bars

voluntary basis. However, as it involves so many hours

and restaurants. Most of those you will know of.

of work, it has been decided to ask the Presidents for

Its route begins at the hotel and will take anyone who

the re-instatement of the payment. Though it is

wants to visit any of their outlets, whether it’s the West

intended that in this case the same amount of money

course, Tennis centre, Luigi’s or La Cala restaurants, and

will go to the team and not one individual.

return them to the hotel. It is a courtesy bus for their

All of the functions of the various teams are unpaid, but

businesses and not a bus service for owners.

When we produced the new website it was our

most of them are not full time jobs, therefore an

They are happy to let owners use it, but only if they go to

intention to give every business at the Club a chance to

exception has been made in this case. We hope this

the hotel or any of their designated stops to board it, and

have a listing. A listing allows any business taking part,

shows how transparent and open the new General

then you can only use it if you go to one of their owned

the opportunity to allow an owner to make a booking or

Community intends to be.

outlets, not independent ones.

an enquiry. It then takes the owner to that company’s

It’s your money and it’s our intention that it’s spent

For more information on the Gua, Gua bus, please dial 9 on

own website, contact address or telephone number.

wisely and sensibly.

your internal phone and ask. They will be happy to help you.

19 have, and that’s to individuals who intend to build
villas as homes. As no building is allowed in August,
work has already begun and they are scheduled to be
completed in September.
The plot by the Repsol garage has indeed been bought

So the eyesore will soon be gone!

You can’t get
a listing on the
website unless...

Since as long as I can remember, we owners had our
own bus service. It was called the Gua, Gua (I always
thought it was the Wa, Wa, but what do I know?!) So I

What’s happening at

TheClub?

There is much planned in the Plaza Mayor with live
entertainment already featured on Wednesdays and
Fridays. But from July that’ll extend to Monday, Wednesday
and Friday. Hopefully we’ll see you there and provide
that customary Bellaluz welcome. On August 6th at 7pm
we have our annual fashion show which is not to be missed!

We are now entering the fun time of the year here
at La Manga Club, so we have decided to list some

Barrington

of the fabulous activities on offer to you during this
period. In order to find out more you should go to
the Owners website where you’ll find more details
on how to see these great events.
La Manga Club SL have many things going on this
Ben

ummer in their numerous restaurants and bars. With the
new Owners Club card it makes going to one of their
La Finca Restaurant is the only original building at La
Manga Club. In years gone by it used to be the

wonderful places even more worthwhile! Here are a few
events worth checking out.

farmhouse. It’s rustic dining in an amazing setting, and
this summer they host the fantastic Barrington, live.
There will also be a Neil Diamond tribute during the
summer where booking is advised - these nights are
always sell outs.

Also they are hosting the Ist La Manga Club Gala Dinner
in favour of the Alda Charity - Let’s get together! 7th of
The entertainment planned for visitors to the club is

August at 20.30 hrs for only 65 euros person. You’ll

unparalleled this year. Si Bar, which is about to

receive a welcome cocktail, a Gala dinner as well as a

celebrate it’s 10 anniversary, is the one place that

show on the Hotel Terrace.

children are as happy playing in the safe garden with
its bouncy castle as the adults are enjoying a nice
meal. It’s also where you’ll find just about every sport
event available all year round.

Undersun, previously know as Ampersand, have a
different entertainment package every evening, ranging
from a Jam Jazz night to a UK nostalgia evening and

NOCHES BLANCAS
DE LA CALA
Cena buffet con música en directo

featuring music from the 70’s, 80’s and 90’s.

Buffet dinner with live music

They have Tapas-style eating, A la Carté dining and

FECHAS 2014

their very own Gin bar and night club to end the

jueves 17 de julio
viernes 15 de agosto

Thursday 17th July
Friday 15th August

PLAZAS LIMITADAS,
RESERVE CON
ANTELACIÓN
LIMITED PLACES,
BOOK NOW!

20:30 hrs

evening in style. Undersun are in Las Sabinas and

90€

during the summer months you’ll find eating outside

La Manga Club Card: -10% (81€ pp)
La Manga Club Card Premium: -20% (72€ pp)

offers some of the most spectacular views over the
club. Make sure you pay them a visit!
They are Spanish owned and operated, so you’ll get an
authentic taste of this country’s dishes whilst being
recommended some fabulous wines that you’ll want to
try again and again.

Reservas / Reservations:
Tel. (+34) 968 17 5000 Ext. 8700

info@lamangaclub.com

In the evening it becomes a great place for

There are also the La Cala white nights on the 17th July

entertainment. This summer sees a Michael Jackson

and 15th of August. Starting at 20.30 hrs you’ll get a full

tribute act that tours the world, a Robbie Williams one

course dinner and a show for just 90 euros a head. If you

that will leave you thinking it really was him in addition

have the basic Owners card it’s 81 euros or an amazing

to Wanted Direction and Bruno Marz.

72 euros if you have the Premium card.

La Manga Club SL summer

Eating & Drinking
By Javier Olivan, Director Food & Beverage

Budding Bailey,
or just lucky?
Send them in
regardless!
Optical illusion? Or is it made of Gold?

July and August are undoubtedly our busiest months,

Also in June, our old favourite Uncle Sam's will be

and we begin to open the rest of our restaurants for the

opening its doors and serving its famous succulent, fall

summer in June. So by July we are ready to go!

off-the-bone BBQ ribs and extensive American steak
house menu.

In June, La Cala will be open for moonlit dinners from
20th, providing fabulous seafood with spectacular
Mediterranean views. It is, however, already open for
breakfast and lunch from Wednesday to Sunday if you
fancy dining al fresco at the private beach cove.

Sometimes, and none of us know why, we’ll take a
picture that is just perfect. Why don’t you send that to

La Cala Restaurant

someone? We’re asked. Trouble is, know-one ever does.
So now we are asking you to send in a picture that, for
whatever reason, you like. And we’ll take a look!
Dharma restaurant

Each newsletter we’ll give out a prize. We don’t know
what yet, but we’ll be asking our on-site businesses to

Sun-kissed outdoor lunches are also available at Sol y
Sombra alongside the hotel pool, as is La Pérgola,
alongside the Las Lomas pool.

Dharma Restaurant is another new opening, spoiling

offer something. So in effect it will be a mystery prize,

your taste buds with the best authentic Indian cuisine.

nothing big, but something for a bit of fun.

If you prefer a more rustic dining experience with a

This newsletter, I had a picture of the Lions Head

variety of grilled meats and specialities, go to La

mountain sent to me by Stuart Bartlett from Los Molinos.

Princesa at the West Course clubhouse for dinner and

Taken on his smartphone . It was a little out of focus but

enjoy a mouth-watering meal under the stars.

he saw the mountain and it appeared to glow like it was
made of gold. So he went into action, just like David

And don’t forget our traditional Spanish wine and
tapas restaurant, La Bodega, where we are currently
offering a free glass of house wine for every 2 tapas

Dharma restaurant

Sol Y Sombra restaurant

Bailey, but from his villa.

dishes ordered.

Taxi? Hail Maurizio!

Here at La Manga Club we are showing all the World
Cup matches in Mulligan's, and in true Samba style, are
offering a Brazilian Skewer Combo and large Frozen

Caipirihna for €19.80. We will also be offering 'The

Best Bites for Late Nights' between 11.30pm and 2am,
perfect for snacks to accompany drinks.
And just round the corner, as the Oasis opens for the
summer, so does our Splash bar, there to provide light
meals, refreshments and ice creams to cool you down.
We hope to see you in one of our many restaurants

Sometimes it makes more sense to grab a cab, rather
than driving yourself, which can often be frustrating!

La Princesa and Bar 37 also have some great lunch

or bars soon and please don’t forget to use your La

deals where you can enjoy a Menu of the Day

Manga Club Owners Card to get discounts in all our

You may want to go into town or need friends and family

consisting of a starter, main course, dessert and drink

participating outlets!

picking up from St. Javier or Alicante airports. Well,

Asia restaurant

prices for airport runs, so you get no nasty surprises.

for just €15.

Maurizio is your man. He is good value and has fixed

We also take great pleasure in introducing our new

His company is called La Manga Taxi International,

chef in the Amapola Restaurant, Paulo Vaz.

because his drivers speak some 4 languages between

However if something from our gourmet dinner menu or
Sunday lunch buffet doesn’t take your fancy, why not

them. So wherever you are from, or wherever you are
going, they will understand you!

pop in for a spot of afternoon tea (and cake) from 4pm

Why not give him a try on (34) 617 543 277 or e-mail him

to 6pm. We also serve coffee and cake for the same

at maurizio@lamangataxiinternational.com. You’ll

price, just €6.

also find him on ‘whatsapp.’

How to deal with

Irritating pests
By David Call, Control Natural ES

La Manga Club’s
cats, are they
friend or foe?
Many people have their own view on cats at the Club,
some see them as a nuisance others as saviours. How
so? I hear you ask.
The simple fact is La Manga Club need their cat

Yes, living in paradise comes at a price - the

If you have bird baths, ensure you clean these out at

population, without them we would be infested with rats.

dreaded bugs. We have a few on the resort, but

least once a week. Mozzies haven’t worked out they

Many people don’t realise that cats also keep snakes and

none worse than the Mosquito. Trouble is, we get

are a treat for birds just yet!

cockroaches in check. They also think that well fed cats

Please always
clean up after
your dogs

don’t kill rats. Sorry, they do, they hunt even better as

more that one species, and that’s where the
trouble begins. Most Mozzies come between dusk
and dawn, no big deal, windows shut and cover
up when you go out. Unfortunately we now have a
new visitor, the Asian Tiger. This one is active
from dawn to dusk, daylight hours, when we
aren’t covered up! So how do we combat them?

they are stronger, they just don’t eat them that often, I
mean, would you?
That’s the upside, the downside of cats if they can often
look unwell and can make a mess.

It has been brought to out attention that there is a
particular problem with dog fouling at the top of
Gregory Peters Street where it joins Los Miradores.
We have many responsible dog owners at the Club who
always clean up after their pets. Someone, and they
know who they are, is being very irresponsible.
Dog mess is unsightly and very much a health hazard,
so we ask every dog owner to please act accordingly.
We all have to live here so it’s in everybody’s interests
to make sure every part of the club is pristine. Thank
you for your help!

It looks different, it has white stripes on it’s legs, is
slightly smaller, more aggressive and will follow you

Don’t get stuck
on Mealy bugs

into your car or home.

An abandoned kitten at Los Lomas

We have a program here at the club that ensures cats are
caught and spayed, marked and returned to the

The Tiger breeds like most mosquitos, in water. So the

population, which keep down the vermin at the club.

best way to combat them is to make sure you have

To have a controlled and healthy population is the smart

nowhere in or around your property where still water

thing to do, you rarely see them on the road and we

will collect. That includes anything that will

hardly ever see road kill.

accumulate rainwater or even dew, so if you have a

There are resorts now that actively promote

garage, make sure you turn pots and buckets upside

controlled cat populations as a marketing ploy!

down. In fact, anything that is capable of collecting

Unfortunately because of our animal welfare policy we

water is a potential breeding ground for these nasties.

often have kittens, like the one’s abandoned here. And that

Bins, garden furniture and even the saucers under pots

we could do without! Fortunately we catch them and

that catch excess water need to be regularly emptied.

often find homes for them but that won’t always be the

If you have a pool, make sure your pump and skimmers

One of the most common bugs that infect our plants is

work properly. Chlorine doesn’t kill their larvae, this is

the Mealy bug. It’s also one of the most destructive,

us. If anyone wants to offer their help we would be

a myth! If you have a pool cover, make sure it fits

because it doesn’t kill the plant, it weakens it enough to

delighted to hear from you.

tightly and doesn’t collect rainwater. If your pool turns

let other infectious diseases in that will. Fungus, for

green, call in an expert, this is paradise for Mozzies.

example, plus several other plant diseases. It attaches

If you have a pond the same applies, people may tell

itself to a host and secretes a sticky substance, called

you mosquitos don’t like running water and a fountain

Honeydew, this is followed by leaf loss then disease.

will repel them, again this is a myth, so please make

So if you notice a waxy covering on any plant or shrub,

sure your pump and filters work correctly and avoid

call in your gardener and have it sprayed, otherwise it

green water at all times. Always remove dead leaves

will spread. And it’s very common. It’s mainly a summer

and foliage from your pond.

problem and very easy to spot.

case. So please be nice to our cats, they are there to help

An abandoned kitten
at Las Brisas

What’s going on at the

New 17th hole?

To help the golfer’s eye aim to the green, a small waste
bunker is being placed left of the tee for 7 meters. This isn’t
suppose to come into play, it’s there to help the golfers
focus on the driveable green 250 metres away.
La Manga Club will now benefit from a make-or-break
hole before the end of the round, and is sure to be a talking
point during it.
With the added benefit of a practice facility they can be

By Gary Silcock, Director of Golf

proud of, and some of the best instruction in Europe to
improve their game with all the latest technology available.

La Manga Club is one of the great resorts in

A fountain will be placed close to the green to remind

As a result of the new green, part of the 15th will have

Europe and was a leader in the field for many

golfers that water is in play!

new out of bounds stakes.

years. The practice facilities at the club were
always ok, but never in keeping with the other
facilities around the Resort. As more and more
competitors throughout the continent entered the

Many trees have been moved during the process, but a
large lonely palm has been left to challenge the golfer
laying up short or for those going for the green. This will
cause as many challenges to golfers as will the water.

market with new purpose built facilities, La
Manga Club’s practice facilities became more of
an issue. To make a statement and to improve
revenue streams, we decided to build one of the
best Practice facilities in Spain.

The current hedge defining the side of the range will be

You’re never
too old to learn!

moved further right and this will be the final part of the

Campeonato de Espana 2014 24th - 27th June 2014 is an

re-alignment of the practice facility.

event that’s run by the Royal Spanish Golf Federation.

Building work has already begun on the new range.

For many years La Manga Club has hosted this event
every 2 years. There are 400 junior golfers 14 years and
under and they are broken down into three groups over

View of the new 17th green from the 16th

three courses.
Very few Resorts in Spain can manage such an event due
to its size and with these numbers, problems can occur
for owners and guests alike who are playing here.
Having worked all over the golfing world, I have never
seen an event this big for so many, and so many that are
that good. Nine year olds shooting 36 gross on the West
course (9 holes). Amazing!
Or a 69 on the South course for the under fourteens.
Being my first Campeonato de Espana, I had much to learn
and to review. I heard many comments from guests and
owners. The first point that will be actioned is the
communication of such events to help owners plan visits
better. We are currently planning for 2015, where we will
note all large events on a calendar in advance to avoid
confusion, this will be available through our website.

With the progression of golf equipment and the use of
short range golf balls, we realised we had to increase

These events help young golfers learn how to conduct

the size of the range. This then gave us a problem with

themselves on and around a Golf Resort. It’s not just

the 17th hole on the North Course, as that was the only

about winning and losing. With 400 golfers there are

area that we could expand into. So we decided to build

always the few that need to learn more than others, but
as a whole the golfers of tomorrow represented

a new and exciting hole.

themselves very well.

It will be a ‘risk and reward’ hole where eagles
and birdies will be as commonplace as double and

However, the few who still need to learn are the ones

triple bogeys!

that are remembered the most. The Federation before

The water feature of the old 17th has been enhanced

during and after the event kept reminding them of the

with a 2 metre wall, allowing the green to be pressed

etiquette of golf.

hard on the edge of the lake.

The new range taking shape
On review, the 3 day event was a great success, and

The green will have three clear levels that will provide

helps La Manga Club gain a place in the hearts of more

more excitement, with a sand bunker at the back and a

golfers throughout Europe.

grass one at the front.

The golfers also began staying and playing the courses

Back on the tee the ground has been re-aligned so that

two months ahead of the event. And around a thousand

it now points at the green, the height of the box has

people stayed on resort for the duration - a tremendous

also been increased to make the water more visible and

benefit to the club. However, next time we will be wiser

make the tee shot more exciting.

and ready to impress and communicate better to all.

Plenty of places to

Buy your supplies
We wanted to feature some of the many places
you can go to buy your food and drink, there are
many huge supermarkets in Cabo de Palos and
Cartagena but we also have our own on resort.

Bellaluzwas
hometothefirst
Supermarket

You’llneverfeel
hungryinthe
FirstDropagain

Fillupwithmore
than fuel at the
Repsol garage
Food is now being served in the First Drop, La Manga

The first and oldest is the Supermercado in Bellaluz,

Club’s newest bar. In a unique operation, the food is

family owned since 1982 and now owned and operated

being supplied by Si, something that will follow shortly in

by Marie Roca. No doubt many of you would have

sister pub, the Last Drop, they look forward to welcoming

trekked down there in days gone by.

you soon!

What you may not know is it’s open 7 days a week from

Many owners know that you can fill your car up as well

8am until 9pm, which is very convenient for those late

as getting it cleaned there, but did you know they also

in the day flights that often occur.

have International newspapers delivered every day, fresh

They stock over 250 Gluten free brands, a big help for
people with allergies.

bread, pastries, beer, wines, spirits, soft drinks, fresh
milk, a variety of other products and Ice cream. They even
have a toilet!

They have many well known British brands such as HP

The garage is open from 7am until late and also sells

sauce and Branston pickle, but they also have an array

cigarettes and cigars that many think you can only buy at

of local wines, and all their fresh fruit and vegetables

tobacconists. Finally you can shop there with your credit

are shopped in from Madrid, giving you an amazing

card which makes life easy if you are short of cash.

Stewart Harris,
Chairman of
the Owners
Clubhouse

choice. They have a butchers offering everything you
could possibly want for your Barbecue!

Food at Flutes
this Friday!
Flutes will be opening this Friday the 4th of July for food.
They have recruited the services of Annunziata PonceAlbendea, a top Spanish chef who has spent the last 6
years working in London. She has put together a menu
that is both traditional and modern. From homemade
Burgers and Steaks to Tapas. With a menu that includes
Chorizo and Black Pudding cooked in Cider, Mussels

Pleasehelpour
treesandshrubs

Marinara, which are local Mussels cooked in white wine
sauce it’s sure to be a rip roaring success. We wish them
all well!

I am happy to say that in mid June we heard the
welcome news that the Presidents of the General
Community have proposed the option of forming an

You may well be aware that we are experiencing a

Association to run the Clubhouse independently in the

drought, whilst we do have Miranda’s to water our

future. Over the coming months my fellow committee

newly planted trees and shrubs, many are suffering.

members and I will be considering how we might best

If you see a tree or shrub outside of yours or a

develop this proposal in time for the next Presidents’

neighbours house in distress, we would really

meeting, which is scheduled for Wednesday, 8 October.

appreciate you giving it a bucket of water. Thanks!

I look forward to sharing more news after this meeting.

Time to get the new FREE

Business Association App

A guide to
the Spanish
Healthcare
System
by Jan Wilcox

By Joseph Martin, Favequest

The UK NHS is a residence-based healthcare system.
Once you have moved permanently from the UK and have

The new Business Association App is ready to

been non-resident for 12 months, you are no longer

download and completely Free to anyone with a

entitled to free medical treatment.

mobile phone or tablet! It’s the perfect aid to

There is a reciprocal agreement in Spain which entitles

finding your way about, what’s going on and
where it’s taking place. There’s even a built in

you to treatment under their healthcare system, but this

GPS feature to help you find the location, along

is usually only the case for those over retirement age.

with all the relevant contact details.

Those eligible for state health care include Retired EU foreigners who follow correct procedures.
The employed and registered self-employed.
Those not eligible are Non-working expatriates below retirement age (unless
they register).
Pensioners who have not completed the formalities.
Registering with the Spanish Authorities.
If you are receiving a UK state pension or long-term
incapacity benefit you will need to apply for form
E121/S1 from the Department for Work and Pensions.
We even have something called FrameltCam which has a
custom La Manga Club frame, allowing you to take
pictures at the resort and share them through FaceBook
and Twitter. All a bit of fun! Currently the App is only

The App is available to all iPhone users at the App store,

This ‘de-lists’ you from the UK Social Security system.
To apply for your S1 or E121 contact the Department for
Work and Pensions (DWP) or The Pension Service.

available in English, but we are working on various

In order to register and receive your Spanish health card

language platforms. As new technology is introduced we

you will need to visit the local INSS (social security)

aim to be ahead of the curve. Enjoy the App!

office with the following documentation Form S1/E121, and a NIE certificate.

but please remember you have to search in iPhone apps.

Local resident certificate – Empadronamiento or Padrón.

Android users will find it in the Google Play store and

Available from the local town hall.

Blackberry users can find it in the Blackberry World store.
In addition to the stores, you can also download it by
scanning the QR code under this copy.

Certificate of residence – Residencia, available from the
local police station, and a Passport.
They will then issue you with a paper card (Tarjeta de
Afiliación) which you take to your local health centre in
order to register with a GP. You will then receive your
Spanish Health card (Tarjeta Sanitaria Individualizada
Nacional) by post. This is used to access healthcare
under the Spanish state-run health scheme.
The process of applying for any documentation can be
somewhat bewildering and knowing which queue to join!
Often very little English is spoken by the staff. There are
many local businesses which, for a small fee, will do all
the paperwork and provide someone to escort you to the
registration office.
Unless you have private medical insurance you will have
to pay for any dental work. It’s always best to do that

You’ll also find the download information on our new website

from recommendations. No forms are needed, simply

www.lamangaclubowners.com, so we have you covered!

make an appointment.

